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The System of Rice Intensiﬁcation (SRI) is claimed to be a new, more productive and more sustainable
method for cultivating rice. These claims have proved controversial. One dimension of the controversy
has centred on the imprecision with which SRI’s component practices have been deﬁned. The supporters
of SRI suggest that the systemhas beendesigned to satisfy theneeds of rice itself, implying that it is a set of
integrated,mutually reinforcing practices that need to be implemented as a package in order to obtain the
best results.However, theyalso argue that the systemshouldbeunderstoodas a suiteofﬂexibleprinciples
to be adapted toparticular agro-ecological and socio-economic settings – the antithesis of aﬁxedpackage.
This poses a conceptual and practical challenge for scientiﬁc evaluation of SRI methods. However, this
apparent difﬁculty is chieﬂy an artefact created by conceptualizing agricultural methods as standardizedractice
erformance
echnography
packages. Aprocess of translation is alwaysnecessary to convert theoreticalmodels or norms into farming
practices. Smallholder farming practices, being intrinsically constrained and contingent, rarely conform
precisely to abstract norms. As an alternative, the notion of performance offers a useful way to frame a
methodological and analytical approach to understanding what is going on in SRI. Such an approach calls
for close technographic observation of farming activities and the interaction between farmers and their
 Socie
ﬁelds, plants and tools.
© 2010 Royal Netherlands
. Agrarian technological change is social as well as
echnical
Agricultural scientists often complain that it is difﬁcult to trans-
er validated scientiﬁc knowledge and technologies into farmers’
ractice. Even if such technologies are adopted, they typically fail
o reproduce the same results on farms as in the carefully regulated
nvironments of agricultural research stations. By contrast, new
gricultural knowledge and practices that do not have the clear
tamp of scientiﬁc approval are sometimes taken up and spread
nthusiastically among farmers. In at least some cases, signiﬁcant
umbers of farmers have reported remarkable results when using
henewmethods, even though their claims of successmaynot have
een validated in controlled scientiﬁc experiments.
This situation seems paradoxical. Why do robust scientiﬁc
nowledge and practices sometimes get stuck in the laboratory or
n the agricultural research station? On the other hand, why do
ome farmers seem to have enthusiastically embraced new prac-
ices that have not been endorsed by science? One approach to this
ituationwouldbe to start searching for theobstacles that evidently
mpede the progress of reliable scientiﬁc knowledge from the labo-
atory intopractice, and try to identify thedysfunctions–presumed
∗ Tel.: +31 317 48 40 18.
E-mail address: dominic.glover@wur.nl (D. Glover)
573-5214/$ – see front matter © 2010 Royal Netherlands Society for Agricultural Scienc
oi:10.1016/j.njas.2010.11.006ty for Agricultural Sciences. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
to be social and institutional – that apparentlymislead farmers into
taking up practices that supposedly have no real basis in scientiﬁc
knowledge. Often blamed are incompetent agricultural extension
agencies, scientiﬁcally illiterate policy makers and anti-science
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) – not to mention the mis-
led farmers themselves, who are portrayed implicitly as dupes.
That path typically leads to an unproductive impasse, in which
the exasperated scientists – if they pay attention to their real-world
impact at all – continue to tear out their hair in frustration, while
the farmers and those who advise them continue to do their own
thing, perhaps wasting their time, energy and natural resources on
inefﬁcient or unproductive agricultural practices. Since the policy
diagnosis is communication failure or other institutional break-
down, development policy analysts and practitioners continue to
invest fruitless time and energy in search of better channels and
mechanisms to communicate good science to farmers.
A technographic approach [1; this issue] offers a useful alterna-
tive perspective on this conceptual and practical problem, which
is capable of transcending the stalemate by offering a productive
way of thinking about processes of agrarian social and technical
change. It suggests that the paradox identiﬁed above only arises as
a problem if one startswithﬂawed assumptions about the nature of
technology and overlooks the diversity and dynamism that charac-
terize the realworld of small-scale farmers’ practice. If one assumes
that technologiesorpractices consist ofmoreor less clearlydeﬁned,
standardized and largely static products or packages – which is
es. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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he conceptual framework within which it becomes meaningful
nd salient to try and identify discrete instances of technological
adoption’ and ‘non-adoption’ or ‘successes’ and ‘failures’ – one also
bscures theexperimental, adaptive, improvisational and inventive
gency of farmers.
In simple words, technography is the ethnography of
echnology-in-use. It can be thought of as the study of ‘processes
f making’. Technography focuses on the uses of tools and the
erformance of tasks to achieve human purposes, rather than on
ools alone. As a research methodology, it imposes a rigorous
mpirical discipline on the researcher, to observe and record the
nteractions among people, tools, environments and institutions
n order to compile a sufﬁciently detailed but still parsimonious
thin description’ of how a technological system works. A techno-
raphic approach presupposes that any functioning technological
ystem consists of social or institutional components as well as
echnical ones, which implies that technologies will always vary
etween different settings in time and space. Technography seeks
o examine both the social and technical features in an integrated
nd even-handed way [1; this issue].
In agriculture, the technographer’s focus falls on farmers’ prac-
ice, which she expects to be complex, dynamic, diverse and
trongly shaped by farmers’ agency as well as local and tempo-
al contexts. By placing empirical observation of farmers’ actual
ehaviour and activity at the centre of analysis, a technographic
pproach enables the researcher to assume a descriptive stance
ather than a normative one. Instead of condemning any departure
rom scientiﬁcally prescribed best practice as a fault or shortcom-
ng that needs to be explained and corrected, the key goal is to
nderstand and appreciate farmers’ reasons for performing farm-
ng in particular ways. A technographic approach thus helpfully
eparates analysis from prescription.
Using the System of Rice Intensiﬁcation (SRI) to illustrate the
rgument, this paper will propose technography as a way of
hinkingabout the social and technical dimensionsof agrarian tech-
ological change in a symmetrical way. Such an approach makes it
ossible to explore the intriguing hypothesis that social and insti-
utional factors, such as organization, communication, motivation
nd enthusiasm, might play essential roles alongside technical fac-
ors, not merely in driving or impeding the spread of new practices
nd technologies but actually in producing their (supposedly tech-
ical) effects, such as increases in crop yields or productivity.
. Technological systems are not simply ﬁxed packages
‘Technology transfer’ is a hoary model for a kind of top-down
gricultural development which – in spite of robust populist cri-
iques and alternatives articulated over many years [e.g., 2,3] – still
nderpins many contemporary development programmes [e.g., 4].
n crude terms, the idea of technology transfer implies that exist-
ng farmers’ practices, which are often characterized as changeless
raditions, are faulty because they lack new technologies. These
echnologies take the form of standardized, mobile packages that
an be introduced fromoutside (or ‘upstream’), which farmersmay
dopt or not. The process of adoption is assumed to be a fairly
eat switching process (though the full transition may take two
r three seasons), through which the new packages are expected
o permanently and completely replace existing practices, which
hereby become outmoded. It is worth restating three reasons why
his transfer-of-technology idea is ﬂawed..1. Farmers’ practices are dynamic and differentiated
Far from being static or mired in tradition, peasant farmers’
ractices are dynamic. Not only do small-scale farmers adjustf Life Sciences 57 (2011) 217–224
their practices according to the vagaries of each season, they also
experiment and adapt in authentically innovative ways [3,5–9].
Small-scale farmers also typically do different things on different
parts of their land, differentiating between plots according to their
property rights over the land, its quality, its distance fromthehome,
and so on. Within individual farms as well as across regions, plant-
ing systems and cultivation practices are shaped by variations in
biophysical contexts, which may be highly localized and quite sub-
tle [3,10,11].Within a small community, household characteristics,
socio-economic differences, differences in skill and idiosyncratic
preferences will all lead different farmers to make different deci-
sions about how to cultivate their land [12]. In particular, economic
and technical constraints may limit the range of practices an indi-
vidual farmer or household can carry out. Besides, a farmer’s goals
may changeover time, for example if thenumber of her dependents
rises or falls or when market conditions change [9].
2.2. Farmers’ evaluative frameworks for new technical practices
are multi-dimensional
The assumption that farmers will naturally opt for a new tech-
nology merely because it is more productive or considered optimal
in agronomic terms is not sound. Farmers’ evaluations of new tech-
nological optionswill includenot only their technical andeconomic
performance but also the opportunity costs and trade-offs involved
as well as any social payoffs, which may qualify the outcome of a
purely technical calculation. Small-scale farming is partly a social
process, which may limit an individual farmer’s freedom to follow
an independentpath. Theremayalsobe tangiblebeneﬁtsof farming
in the same manner as one’s neighbours, especially if key resources
such as labour or irrigation are collectively managed [7,9,13] (this
implies that some new practices may be more likely to take root
among communities than in isolated individuals). Farmers may
prefer traditional crop varieties over ‘improved’ ones for practical
and cultural reasons such as taste, digestibility, storage characteris-
tics or cooking quality [14]. They may prefer to plant well-adapted
local varieties that give a dependable if unspectacular yield from
season to season rather thanamodernvariety that has thepotential
toproduceanexcellent yieldbutmay fail disastrously if the climatic
conditions are not ideal [3,5,15,16]. ‘Improved’ varieties that have
been optimized for the particular growing conditions present on
an agricultural research station may not meet farmers’ needs for a
range of different varieties that can grow well on their own soils
or on different portions or pockets of their land [3]. Financial, time
or other considerations will condition a farmer’s willingness to try
new technologies, especially if these involve external inputs that
are expensive or difﬁcult to obtain.
2.3. New technologies rarely displace existing technologies in a
simple one-for-one exchange
It is often assumed that successful new technologies will sim-
ply displace old ones, eliminating the existing ways of doing things
by substituting for their functions more effectively or efﬁciently.
In fact, ‘old’ technologies may well persist alongside new ones for
extended periods of time. ‘Old’ and new practices may continue in
parallel, eachbetter adapted to aparticular niche. Rather thanbeing
pushed out, the demand for established technologies may even be
increased by the advent of new ones [17–19]. Innovation, in any
case, very typically involves recombination or reconﬁguration of
existing tools and technologies rather than radical invention. Thus,
in so far as ‘adoption’ occurs at all, it may well be partial and con-
tingent on local conditions; frequently the story is not of adoption
but adaptation, during which the technology is transformed into
something distinct. Especially when technologies travel from one
setting to another, they also change through processes for which
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hybridization’ or ‘creolization’ are better names than ‘technology
ransfer’ [17]. On small farms, new practices are often incorporated
radually, experimentally at ﬁrst, and the process of incorpora-
ionmay includemistakes and steps ‘backward’ to tried-and-tested
ractice as well as ‘forward’ to the new practice [3,9]. Sometimes
he advantages of a new technology package or improved variety
ay not be sufﬁciently visible or obvious to enable a farmer to
ecognize it or give him a compelling reason to adopt it. In such
ases, new technologies cannot be expected to smoothly displace
lder ones unless an external intervention encourages that out-
ome [7,20,21].
Drawing on thesewell-established insights, it should be evident
hat any model of technology ‘diffusion’, which implies that exist-
ng practices are static, new technologies are ﬁxed packages and
armers can be assigned to discrete and mutually exclusive cate-
ories of ‘adopters’ and ‘non-adopters’ [e.g., 22], will be insufﬁcient
o explain processes of technological change in peasant agriculture.
uch more appropriate is the analytical concept ﬁrst proposed
y Richards [8,13], who suggested that peasant farming should be
hought of as a spatially and temporally situated and contingent
performance’ – a skilful and iterative response to the uncertain and
isky situations that poor farmers typically face. Although a farmer
ay set out with general intentions and even quite speciﬁc plans,
ontingency and uncertainty make it likely that she will have to
djust her course as she goes along [12]. Thus, the planting schemes
he farmer arrives at in a given season are better understood as the
utcome of this performance than the fulﬁlment of a detailed plan
onceived in advance. So in the context of peasant agriculture, too
reat a ﬁxation with measuring how closely or loosely a recom-
ended technology package is applied misconstrues the nature of
he predicament small farmers are in. The scientiﬁc debates sur-
ounding SRI serve to illustrate the pitfalls of such an approach.
. The System of Rice Intensiﬁcation represents a
ategorical problem for science
The System of Rice Intensiﬁcation (SRI) is depicted as a farming
ystem that overturns the conventional norms of rice cultivation.
he system is said to have been developed in the ﬁeld by a French
esuit missionary working with peasant farmers in Madagascar
uring the 1980s and 1990s [23,24]. It comprises a number of dis-
inctive practices concerning the transplanting of seedlings, water
anagement, weed control and soil aeration, together with the
se of organic nutrients [23,25]. These methods have been claimed
o produce higher yields while consuming less water, without the
eed to adopt improved rice varieties. It has also been claimed that
RI methods produce more robust rice plants that resist pests and
iseases. There are said to be synergies among the component prac-
ices of SRI, so that the beneﬁts of the system as a whole are greater
han those of the individual parts [23–26]. SRI has been depicted
s a sustainable, low external-input production system based on
gro-ecological principles, in an explicit contrast with fossil fuel-
ependent Green Revolution methods [24,27]. Since SRI involves
hanged management practices rather than expensive inputs, it is
lso said to be particularly appropriate for poor, small-scale rice
armers [28]. The system is reported to have spread widely and
1apidly to dozens of rice-growing countries. It has garnered sup-
ort from some heavyweight NGOs, such as Africare, Oxfam and
WF [28] as well as government agencies (e.g., in Vietnam and
ndia) and the World Bank.2
1 See http://sri.ciifad.cornell.edu/countries/index.html (accessed 10.12.2010).
2 See http://info.worldbank.org/etools/docs/library/245848/index.html
accessed 1.11.2010).f Life Sciences 57 (2011) 217–224 219
Father Henri de Laulanié, the Catholic missionary–agronomist
who is credited with inventing SRI, insisted that he had learned
how to optimize the conditions rice requires by closely observing
theperformanceof riceplants themselves [29]. This representation,
which is echoed by many of SRI’s enthusiasts, implies that SRI com-
prises the precise set of cultivation practices speciﬁcally required
to satisfy the biophysical needs of the rice plant. In this perspec-
tive, SRI represents the exact combination of methods that would
inevitably be adopted by any discerning farmer if she were to be
guided solely by the demands of rice itself. The argument implies
that a singular optimal strategy exists for coaxing the best perfor-
mance from rice. It appeals to rice itself to provide an irresistible
endorsement for SRI.
The claims made on behalf of SRI have provoked a heated row in
the pages of international scientiﬁc journals [30]. The controversy
hinges partly on questions of scientiﬁc rigour and measurement
accuracy. An important difﬁculty is that the constituent practices or
principles of SRI have been deﬁned in a number of different ways.
In this respect, SRI appears to present something of a categorical
problem for agricultural science, especially if one thinks of agricul-
tural methods in terms of discrete technical packages. De Laulanié
himself asserted that there were only two fundamental principles
underlying the system, but hedeﬁned these twokey components in
signiﬁcantly different ways at different times. On each occasion, he
described a number of other practices that should also accompany
the two essential features [29,31]. Today, the system is typically
said to comprise six basic practices, as in this example by Stoop
et al.: ‘(1) raising seedlings in a carefully managed, garden-like
nursery; (2) early transplantingof eight to15days old seedlings; (3)
single, widely spaced transplants; (4) early and regular weeding;
(5) carefully controlled water management; and (6) application of
compost to the extent possible.’ [23: p. 252].
However, not all of these speciﬁc practices are always identiﬁed
as essential. For example, the use of compost is usually identiﬁed
as a desirable but optional practice [e.g., 25] – although the impor-
tance of organic fertilizer for improving the chemical, physical and
biological properties of the soil is also heavily stressed [e.g., 32].
Raising seedlings in a nursery is rarely mentioned as a key practice
in its own right, since transplanting is not unique to SRI. Trans-
planting a single seedling per hill and wider spacing of seedlings
are sometimes portrayed as two independent practices [e.g., 33]
but sometimes as a single practice – producing a list of just ﬁve core
practices [e.g., 25]. Mishra et al. [32] proposed a different classiﬁca-
tion scheme, producing a list of four basic practices,whereasUphoff
[27] boiled the system down to three fundamental principles from
which various speciﬁc practices may be derived.
Even if a concise list of two or three underlying ‘principles’ or
ﬁve or six speciﬁc ‘practices’ is agreed – the distinction between
principles and practices in these accounts is debatable – a good
deal remains to be said. Associated practices and reﬁnements that
are oftenmentioned include careful handling and quick transplant-
ing of seedlings, in order to avoid causing trauma to the young
plants, and the use of mechanical rotary weeders to control weeds
while also aerating the soil [e.g., 23]. However, hand weeding is
also recognized as SRI practice in many cases. Planting seedlings
in systematic patterns, which may be rows or grids (‘square’ or
‘rectangular’ planting), is also often mentioned, although this is
only really necessary if mechanical weeders are to be used. Stoop
et al.’s [23] reference to ‘carefully controlled water management’
also needs to be elaborated, but although most accounts agree on
the absence of continuous ﬂooding (a feature that clearly distin-
guishes SRI from conventional practice in many parts of the world),
in speciﬁc instances this may entail regular (though sparing) irri-
gation or alternate wetting and drying (AWD) of the soil [e.g., 25].
The imprecision reﬂected in these deﬁnitions of SRI has pro-
vided fertile ground for critics to attack the system. They have
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omplained about the ﬁeld-oriented empiricism of some SRI stud-
es, few of which have observed formal scientiﬁc protocols or been
ublished in peer reviewed journals. For instance, Dobermann [34]
ointed out that few SRI evaluation studies had involved rigorously
ontrolled experiments with respect to the application of compost.
his could be important, the critics argue, because improving soils
y adding compost is a rather conventional good agronomic prac-
ice that might by itself explain signiﬁcant improvements in rice
ields, compared with existing farmer practice [e.g., 35].
SRI’s critics are particularly keen to point out that some of the
ase studies cited as successful examples of SRI have involvedonly a
oose implementationof the systemorasubsetof the supposedcore
ractices, yet still reported dramatic improvements in yield [e.g.,
6]. For their part, SRI advocates argue that the system should be
egardedasa suiteofﬂexibleprinciples tobeadapted to local condi-
ions rather than aﬁxed technologypackage [e.g., 23,33]. Therefore,
hey say, one should expect to encounter partial implementations
f the full suite of ideal SRI practices, depending on local agronomic
r institutional opportunities and constraints. Despite such varia-
ions, they argue, the farmers concerned could still be said to be
pplying the principles of SRI and could be expected to derive some
eneﬁts from adopting individual SRI practices, even though they
ight be missing out on the full scope of the postulated synergies
etween them.
However, when defending SRI against its critics, the system’s
upporters often resort to language that strongly implies that SRI
oes represent a speciﬁc ‘package’ or ‘technology’ that consists
f certain ‘recommended practices’ and ‘essential elements’ [e.g.,
7,38]. For example, Stoop andKassam [37], defending SRI, strongly
riticized an experiment conducted by the sceptical Sheehy et al.
39] because the SRI treatment used in the experiment devi-
ted from SRI recommendations. Unless agronomic experiments
aithfully replicate all of the recommended SRI treatments, the sup-
orters argue, the results cannot be taken as a proper evaluation of
he system’s full potential [38]. Nevertheless, studies undertaken
y researchers who are sympathetic to SRI have also sought to
valuate the effect of adopting discrete components of the system,
ingly and in combination – a step that would seem to be vital if
he postulated synergies between different SRI practices are to be
nvestigated [e.g., 26]. The critics accuse SRI advocates of adopting
oose and ambiguous deﬁnitions when it suits their argument [e.g.,
6]. However, in their own defence of orthodox ‘best management
ractices’ (BMPs) against the accusation that these suit only well-
ndowed farmers in favourable locations and are too rigid or too
xpensive to be applied in less-favoured areas, the critics also point
ut that recommended BMPs vary from place to place, taking local
onditions into account [e.g., 40].
De Laulanié himself could be quite dogmatic about the prac-
ices that should be considered incompatible with SRI, writing for
nstance that “If there are . . . two seedlings transplanted together,
t is no longer SRI” [31, p. 3], but he apparently vacillated over
his very point. In a draft technical note, in which he stressed the
mportance of planting just one seedling at a time, he added: ‘as a
oncession to the ofﬁcial doctrine I will add between parentheses
two [seedlings] at the most”’ – but later he deleted this compro-
ise with the conventional wisdom, probably because it seems to
onﬂict directly with his thinking on the wider spacing of seedlings
29: p. 17]. De Laulanié also insisted that SRI was a system for
rrigated rice farming and seemed to doubt whether it might be
uccessfully adapted for rainfed systems [31]. Nonetheless, there
re self-identiﬁed SRI practitioners today who seek to apply the
ystem’s principles in non-irrigated rice.
In short, both sides in the SRI debate display some degree of
nxiety over the need to clearly identify the technical practices (or
nderlying principles) that deﬁne SRI and distinguish or exclude
hose that are incompatible with it. In this and other respects,f Life Sciences 57 (2011) 217–224
there is a curious symmetry between the arguments of protag-
onists on either side of the argument. As they attempt to draw
clear distinctions between two alternative approaches to rice sci-
ence and rice cultivation, the two sides can be seen to be engaged
in a kind of ‘boundary work’ [41]. Both sides appeal to science, or
Nature, to endorse their claim to have identiﬁed the ideal manage-
ment practices for rice. The polarizing dynamic of the controversy
itself further reinforces the idea that SRI and BMPs are two dis-
crete,mutually exclusive and competing systems of rice cultivation
(alongside a third, implicit category of unimproved ‘traditional’ or
‘conventional’ farmer practices). But both sides struggle equally to
resolve the inherent tension between the notion of a standardized
package of practices on the one hand – a universal package deter-
mined by scientiﬁc analysis of the biophysical needs and potential
of rice – and the knowledge that agricultural practices necessarily
have to be locally adapted on the other. Indeed, the translation of
validated scientiﬁc knowledge intoworkable practices at ﬁeld level
is a general and long-standing challenge for agronomic science [42;
this issue].
Practically speaking, a clear deﬁnition of what SRI consists of
would appear to be vital if the speciﬁc biophysical mechanisms
said to underlie the system are to be tested experimentally, par-
ticularly if we want to examine whether the posited synergies are
at work among the constituent practices [26,32]. Similarly, agree-
ing on a technical deﬁnition would also be important if one were
determined to go looking for ‘adopters’ of SRI. One would have to
decide which are the essential practices that make an SRI farmer,
and/or how many of the component practices an individual has
to adopt before one can label her an SRI farmer. Indeed, ongoing
disputes over how SRI should be deﬁned are probably one reason
why it is currently far from clear how many farmers are actually
practising what its advocates or opponents would recognize as its
core components. However, focusing too narrowly on the techni-
cal practices involved in (or excluded from) SRI poses the risk of
obscuring the important human and social dimensions of what-
ever may be going on in this seemingly distinct cultivation system.
A resolution of the scientiﬁc dispute would not necessarily help us
to understand why SRI seems to have attracted so much attention
from farmers and NGOs. This is not to say that the technical prac-
tices are unimportant. On the contrary, a technographic approach
brings farmers’ practices and the agro-ecological contexts in which
they are performed into sharp focus. Nonetheless, a focus on farm-
ers’ practices does tend to dissolve the categorical simplicity that
a purely technical deﬁnition imposes on rice farming systems that
are intrinsically diverse, dynamic and contingent.
4. In practice, SRI ‘adopters’ and ‘non-adopters’ are hard to
identify
If SRI is regarded as a distinct and integrated technical system
of linked practices, it makes sense to look for mutually exclusive
categoriesof ‘adopters’ and ‘non-adopters’.Whenonestarts search-
ing for such farmers, however, the categorical clarity of both BMPs
and SRI seems increasingly contrived and the boundary between
thembegins todissolve. The system’s general principles canaccom-
modate a range of speciﬁc practices, as discussed in the previous
section. Field observations and discussions with farmers and other
stakeholders very quickly conﬁrm that the label ‘SRI’ encom-
passes a range of different implementations that depend heavily
on the contingencies of farmers’ attitudes, household capacities,
socio-economic contexts and local institutional factors, as well as
agro-ecological constraints.
Watching farming operations, observing rice ﬁelds and talking
to farmers, one quickly learns how locally and temporally varied
cultivation practices can be. For instance, during a recent ﬁeld visit
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o Indrapur district in eastern Nepal, I met a farmer who was con-
idered to be ‘an SRI farmer’ and apparently acknowledged that
abel himself. I knew that the ﬁeld where we stood had been used
t the beginning of the growing season as the location for a train-
ng and demonstration exercise on SRI transplanting methods. The
ice harvest having been completed not long before, the stubble
f harvested rice plants was now clearly visible, spread out across
he ﬁeld like the bristles of a worn-out scrubbing brush. Where we
tood near the ﬁeld edge, the fat clumps were widely spaced and
rranged in aneat square pattern – a textbook example of SRI plant-
ng. Within a short distance, however, the neat lines had become
avy and the clumps much closer together. A few metres away
here was no longer any clear sign that an SRI planting technique
ad been used. Was this still an ‘SRI ﬁeld’? Would it be correct to
abel this farmer an ‘SRI farmer’?
I was curious to know what set of circumstances or chain of
vents could have produced the peculiar planting pattern that was
isible in this ﬁeld. Perhaps the labourers hired to carry out the
ransplanting had faltered once the demonstrators and supervisors
ad turned their attention elsewhere. Perhaps they had found the
ewprecision transplantingmethod and its tiny, delicate seedlings
oo ﬁddly and difﬁcult. Or perhaps it had simply been getting late
hat day when the training took place, and everyone had agreed it
as important to ﬁnish planting the seedlings before dark, without
orrying too much about applying the newly learned techniques.
hrough my companion – who was known to the farmer as an
xtension ofﬁcer and SRI trainer – I asked the farmer if he could
hed some light. However, he seemed embarrassed, as if he was
eluctant to discuss this evidence of his failure to comply with SRI
orms.
Evidently, we were not likely to ﬁnd the explanation by asking
ensitive questions so long after the event. Technographic obser-
ation, applied at the time of transplanting, could have offered real
nsights. Equipped with camera, video recorder and notebook, and
bserving the transplanting operation from beginning to end, the
echnographer could have gained valuable insights into the spe-
iﬁc steps through which SRI was translated from a concept into
speciﬁc performance. For example, close observation, taking key
easurements (e.g., of time, stooping frequency, age of seedlings,
epth of transplanting), and recording the discussions taking place
mong labourers, farmers and trainers, could have helped to iden-
ify the speciﬁc (mis)understandings, obstacles and habits that led
he transplanting to be done in a particular way. Some of these
actors might be highly idiosyncratic and locally contingent; other
nesmight be observedmore commonly across sites. In either case,
seful insights could be gained into how and why SRI may come to
e implemented in particular ways in different contexts, and how
hese implementations may differ from one another.
A short walk further on, my companion and I met another
SRI farmer’. Her ﬁelds, also recently harvested, were choked with
eeds. There was no evidence of careful weed management or
oil aeration here. The farmer had good reason to neglect these
ctivities: as the sole breadwinner in a household with school-age
hildren, she was too busy to keep on top of weeding operations
erself and she lacked the money to pay for hired help. If and when
he had time andmoney to do so, she tried to tackle theweed prob-
em using a selective herbicide. Did her use of herbicides – instead
f amechanicalweeder –make her a ‘conventional’ farmer?Orwas
er planting technique enough to make her an ‘SRI farmer’?
Again, asking retrospective questions might not be the most
owerful technique for learning how and why this farmer’s perfor-
ance had produced ﬁelds in the condition I observed at the end of
he season. To fully understand why she had prioritized tasks other
han weeding and how weeds had ﬂourished in her ﬁelds, techno-
raphic observations could have been used to reveal which tasks
he and her family members had performed in the ﬁelds, in thef Life Sciences 57 (2011) 217–224 221
home and elsewhere during the season; to measure and compare
the relative demands in time, money and physical effort demanded
by different methods of weed control; and to monitor the weather,
the emergence of weeds and the growth and condition of the rice
crop, week by week. With such data, a technographer would be in
a position to describe and analyse the speciﬁc conﬂuence of factors
and events that had led to this particular variation in the concrete
form of SRI.
A few kilometres away, farmers in Jhorahat district had been
having a more difﬁcult time during the rice season. Their rice
crop was mostly still standing in the ﬁelds, although the harvest
was underway. The crop was later here than in Indrapur primarily
because the rains had been late at planting time. As a result, very
few of the local farmers were applying SRI principles. The late rains
had meant that they had been unable to transplant their young
seedlings in suitably ‘puddled’ ﬁelds. Still, we met several people
who identiﬁed themselves as ‘SRI farmers’. They thought the sys-
tem was a good one, having been satisﬁed with its performance
the previous season. If all went well, they intended to apply SRI
methods the following season. In the meantime they had coped
well with the late rains by double transplanting some of their rice
seedlings. By transplanting young seedlings in clumps of 10–12
plants and a short while later re-transplanting them in clumps of
4–5 seedlings per hill, they felt they had obtained a satisfactory
harvest. But double transplanting could be said to infringe, or at
least signiﬁcantly modify, two of the key principles of SRI, namely
avoiding the trauma involved in transplanting older rice plants and
planting single seedlings. Should these farmers still be termed ‘SRI
adopters’?
The dilemmaas posed above implicitly frames SRI as a normand
double transplanting as a deviation. A technographic perspective
suggests that it would be more meaningful to pose a new question
in a more open-ended way. One is more likely to grasp the pro-
cess through which formal principles are translated into practice
by appreciating the farmers’ performance in a more dispassionate
manner. A foundational questionwould be to ask exactly how, how
much and in what respects the double transplanting method used
by these farmers differed, in fact, from what they had done the
previous season, or from ‘conventional’ rice cultivation methods,
the practices of neighbouring ‘non-SRI farmers,’ the formal pre-
scriptions of SRI trainers or the farmers’ own perceptions of SRI. In
this way, a technographic approach could shed light on the extent
to which SRI is actually evident in real practice. Direct observa-
tions of farmers’ practice and keymeasurements taken in rice ﬁelds
could revealwhether and towhat degree differences in rice cultiva-
tionmethods are actually discernible in the landscape. Correlations
among agro-ecological and socio-economic characteristics, farm-
ers’ own classiﬁcations of ‘SRI farmers’ and ‘non-SRI farmers,’ and
observed farming practices could reveal whether clear patterns
exist in the distribution or frequency of such different methods.
If so, it might be possible to draw up a typology of distinct rice
farming methods, distinguished by different combinations of agro-
ecological, socio-economic and institutional characteristics.Would
any of these correspond to a formal deﬁnition of SRI? If yes, it
would be particularly fascinating to examine how closely this cat-
egory would coincide with that of the individuals and households
identifying themselves as ‘SRI adopters.’
Alternatively, observations might point to a more random scat-
tering or continuous range in farming practices; or they might
reveal that a considerable range of variation often occurs in indi-
vidual farmers’ practice from one season to the next (even if such
changes might occur in patterned ways across a community of
farmers). Such ﬁndings would indicate that clearly distinct or very
stable types or classes of rice farming may not exist in real practice.
Richards’ [8,13] concept of smallholder farming as a spatially and
temporally shaped performance invites us to consider that possi-
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ility seriously. Technographic ‘thin descriptions’ [1; this issue] of
armers’ activities during the course of a season or year might be
mong themost effective tools available for uncovering and under-
tanding how speciﬁc sequences of situated and contingent steps,
istakes, corrections and improvisations could result in a set of
nique observations that resist typology. As Almekinders [11; this
ssue] describes in her analysis of participatory bean breeding in
icaragua, the explanation could be that micro-climatic or topo-
raphical variations may lead individual farmers to make highly
ersonal or local choices. Similarly, it might be that agro-ecological
actors – like the late rains experienced by farmers in Jhorahat dur-
ng the season I visited – might play at least as powerful a role
s farmer’s knowledge or intentions in determining what speciﬁc
ractices end up being applied (or performed) in a given season.
A ﬁnal example. After spending some time in Nepal’s Terai
egion, my companion and I travelled into the hills near Dhankuta,
here we met some more ‘SRI farmers’. However, these upland
ice farmers were following practices that differed from those
ppliedby farmers in Indrapur and Jhorahat. The leading farmer in a
omen’s self-help grouphad received training in SRI as itwas prac-
ised in the plain. Returning home, she and her neighbours quickly
ealized that some of the SRI principles would have to be modi-
ed to suit the small terraces and steep hillsides where they grew
heir rice. Abandoning the idea of trying to plant their seedlings in
traight lines or a grid pattern, their rows followed the contours
f the hillside. The distance between the rows, which was gener-
lly a little wider than on conventional rice terraces but judged by
ye rather than precisely measured, ﬂuctuated gently in harmony
ith the tapering shapes of the terraces. These farmers also used
ittle compost on their ﬁelds. Hiking up and down the steep paths
hat ran between the rice terraces, I was impressed by the physical
xertion that would be involved in delivering loads of compost (or
norganic fertilizer) to the ﬁelds.
Technographic observation could help a researcher to under-
tand the speciﬁc learning and adaptation process that led to the
ranslation of orthodox ‘lowland SRI’ methods into a system that
ould be practical for these farmers, cultivating their rice on small
illside terraces. Evidently, the trained farmer’s instruction was
ot the sole factor that determined the particular suite of modiﬁed
ractices that ended up being applied. Confronted with the practi-
al realities of their upland rice system, she and her neighbours had
o work out for themselves what kinds of adjustments they would
ake. To understand the learning processes going on, a technogra-
her could use close empirical observation of the farmers’ efforts
o grapple with the SRI planting system, both in their practice and
n their discussion. Such a method could help to clarify the general
egree to which SRI methods are determined, in speciﬁc instances,
y the biophysical needs of rice on the one hand and by the farm-
rs’ and labourers’ capacities in time, energy and ingenuity on the
ther.
. Discussion
From the observations and testimonies presented above, it
hould be apparent how important it is not to make ﬁrm assump-
ions in advance about the likely existence of distinct and separate
roups of ‘SRI farmers’ and ‘non-SRI farmers’. The point of describ-
ng these examples is to bring into sharper focus the process by
hich a formal systemof agricultural knowledge is translated from
standard recipe into a set of practicalmethods that can be applied
n diverse farms [42; this issue]. In this respect, SRI is not categori-
ally different from the ofﬁcially recommended BMPs for rice. Both
ystems undergo conversion when they are put into practice by
armers. Moreover, real rice farmers evidently compile their farm-
ng strategies from the range of options available to them, whichf Life Sciences 57 (2011) 217–224
may include amixture of familiar and newly learnedmethods. Dur-
ing a recent visit to Madagascar, for example, I met numerous ‘SRI
farmers’ who were notably undogmatic about their SRI practice.
They showed no hesitation or embarrassment in explaining that
they applied SRI to the extent possible on some of their rice plots
but used alternative methods on other ﬁelds. Their reasons for opt-
ing for one method or another included both the nature of the plot
– SRI seemed to be preferred on level and irrigated land in valley
bottoms – and the constraints on their time and money.
Evidently, SRI methods, once encountered, may be regarded
pragmatically by farmers as just one additional resource on which
to draw. This implies that their approach to farming is indeed
akin to Richards’ notion of a performance, situated in a particu-
lar place and time, in which the farmer draws on a repertoire of
skills and a library of knowledge and experience in order to bal-
ance priorities, trade off risks and hedge against uncertainty [8,13].
A technographic methodology to investigate SRI as a ‘process of
making’ [1; this issue] may therefore be highly appropriate.
A technographic approach could enable researchers to prob-
lematize SRI in a fresh, more disengaged way. A focus on farmers’
actual practices enforces a healthy agnosticism on the technog-
rapher. Instead of starting with a theoretical model or norm (a
‘packageof practices’) andmeasuring theextent towhicha farmer’s
activities conform to or deviate from it, she sets out empirically to
discover and appreciate the motivations, opportunities and con-
straints that shape the farmer’s agricultural performance. Empirical
observation and thin description would be the initial set of tools,
though this does not mean that the appropriate set of method-
ologies would be purely ethnographic or purely qualitative. An
integrated analysis of both the social and technical components
of an agricultural system inevitably requires various suitable disci-
plinary approaches or research styles to be combined [1; this issue;
43; 44; this issue]. Soil samples, temperatures, water consumption
and crop yields could be important data, depending on the spe-
ciﬁc questions being asked, alongside observations of farmers and
labourers interacting with seeds, plants, soils and tools.
In particular, it is important to note that this empirical stance
in relation to farmer’s practice is not being portrayed as a way
of resolving the remaining uncertainties surrounding the techni-
cal efﬁcacy of SRI methods. Agronomically speaking, it may still
be reasonable to argue that one or another package of practices is
technically optimal for a particular parcel of land, although such
prescriptions should certainly be tempered by recognition that
perfection is highly unlikely in the context of peasant farming.
Scientiﬁc research is certainly needed to understand why such dra-
matic yield and productivity advantages have been claimed for SRI
and to explore the underlying biophysical mechanisms that might
be at work [23,32]. However, answering these questions will not
necessarilyhelpdevelopmentagencies andpolicymakers tounder-
stand what SRI is and why it may be spreading.
Equally, though this paper raises questions aboutwhether a dis-
tinct agricultural system resembling SRI can be seen in practice,
this should not be interpreted as questioning whether SRI exists.
Instead, the aim is to suggest that we can learn more about what
kind of phenomenon SRI is, and how it works, by beginning with
a set of rather open questions about what happens when SRI as
a system of knowledge ﬂows into rice farming as a system of prac-
tice. Poor rice farmers have to adapt their practices to suit their
constrained circumstances. Few have complete freedom to farm
precisely according to a prescribed system of recommended prac-
tices, whether it be BMPs or SRI. Nevertheless, the fact that farmers
within a few kilometres of one another can be found to follow dif-
ferent methods does not necessarily preclude the possibility that
they may still be said to be practising variants of a common sys-
tem. A lot depends on how the system is conceived – as a strict
blueprint to be followed precisely or a looser portfolio of improved
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ractices that leaves a lot to the farmer’s capabilities, preferences
nd priorities.
A variety of useful research hypotheses can be suggested. For
xample, farmers who have been exposed to SRI may adopt only
ome of the system’s core components at a given time. They may
xperiment with SRI on part of their land to begin with and per-
aps continue to implement SRI practices on only some of their
elds in the following seasons. Perhaps they might choose to apply
RI practices on their best ﬁelds, land that they own, irrigated plots
r plots close to the homestead, rather than on poorer soils, rainfed
and, ﬁelds that they cannot visit so often, or rented plots. In any
iven season, economic constraints, illness or the vagaries of the
eather may make it difﬁcult for individual farmers or households
o carry out some or all of the recommended practices, even if they
ish to do so. The socio-technical and institutional setting may be
rucial; for example, a farmer’s ability to transplant seedlings of the
ecommended age may depend on the way labour is organized in
er village. Similarly, a farmer who relies on canal or tank irriga-
ion is unlikely to be able to apply SRI irrigation methods unless his
eighbours co-operate; a farmer with a bore well is likely to have
ore freedom in that respect. These kinds of community-level and
nstitutional arrangements – linked to agro-ecological and techni-
al factors –would be especially important if onewanted to explore
he possibility that part of SRI’s appeal for some farmers might lie
n social payoffs, such as a greater sense of involvement in the com-
unity, rather than technical payoffs alone, such as improved yield
r higher proﬁts. Furthermore, what if the methods and channels
hrough which SRI is being promoted are the key factors driving its
pread, rather than its technical effectiveness alone? Is it possible
hat social factors like mutual support, better knowledge sharing
nd farmer enthusiasm are key mechanisms helping to improve
ice cultivation practices, and so contributing indirectly to obtain-
ng higher yields or greater productivity? These kinds of effects
ight legitimately be attributed to the phenomenon of SRI, if it is
roperly construed in a broad socio-technical perspective and not
ust as a list of cultivation practices. A narrow technical focus is
ikely to miss these possibilities.
. Conclusions
Although the technical aspects of SRI have been contested, it
learly exists as a real social phenomenon. Could it have fea-
ures that make it superior to conventional or best management
ractices, at least for some types of farmers in some kinds of cir-
umstances? So far, academic efforts to grapple with SRI have been
ominated by agronomic studies and theoretical analyses pub-
ished in scientiﬁc (rather than social science) journals. The debate
as generated a good deal of heat but perhaps less light. From a
echnographic point of view, the scientiﬁc controversy surround-
ng SRI comes to appear as an artefact of a dualistic worldview that
etaches science from practice, in which science construes sys-
ems and categories within farming practices that, in reality and
or good reasons, are ﬂuid, diverse and contingent. A technographic
pproach offers a useful alternative way of exploring what is going
n in SRI because it is a method that focuses on human activity
hile also adopting a realist perspective that takes the materiality
f tools, plants and biophysical processes seriously. Recognizing
hat technology has intrinsic social and institutional dimensions,
he technographer goes into the ﬁeld without rigid preconceptions
bout the technical components of farming systems or trying to
dentify adopters and non-adopters of ﬁxed technological pack-
ges. Instead, she observes the spatially and temporally situated
erformance of farmers in order to understand how farming is car-
ied out in practice and how itmay be changing under the inﬂuence
f new ideas or information.
[
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Investigating how SRI works as an institutionally and histor-
ically embedded socio-technical phenomenon represents a pow-
erful complement to controlled technical experiments, designed
to evaluate the agronomic performance of a ﬁxed package of
technical practices that can only partially replicate how rice farm-
ing is performed in the real world. With its focus on practices
embeddedwithin social institutions andnetworks, a technographic
perspective recognizes that it is a speciﬁc combination of social,
technical and institutional components that makes SRI a distinc-
tive phenomenon, which could amount to a coherent, functional
and perhaps advantageous system for rice cultivation – at least
for some farmers under some types of circumstances. The chal-
lenge should be to understand whether, and if so why, how, and for
whom, that might be the case.
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